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Foreword 

This report is part of the Nordic Timber Bridge Project. It presents aspects of field measurements 
regarding planning and execution of a monitoring programme. Measurements of temperature, humidity, 
moisture content, displacements and mechanical force, with application to timber bridges, are discussed. 

The instruments and method of measuring described in the report have been tested in the field and found 
to be reliable. However, they only resemble a small part of available measuring devices and measuring 
methods. 

Financial support has been given by the Nordic Industrial Fund, Nutek, Suedish National Road Administration, 
Martinssons Trä AB, Svenska Träbroar AB and Gaäikcmtaret, Skell^ieå. 

Per-Anders Daerga Per-Anders Fjellström 

SkeUefteå, April 1999. 
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1 S C O P E 

Timber has gained a renewed interest as a constmction material for bridges in Scandinavia, as well as in 
other parts of the world. Timber bridges are economically competitive with bridges of other materials and 
designs, they perform well and are easy to constmct. Timber is also an environmentally friendly and 
renewable natural resource. 

However, docimiented knowledge about the service performance of timber bridges in Scandinavia is to a 
great extent lacking. In order to gain further knowledge about the static behaviour of the bridges, and the 
environmental influence on the properties of material and stmctures, field monitoring is an important and 
valuable source of information. 

The objective for monitoring the service performance is manifold. Field data provide opportunity fon 

1) Evaluating and verifying the structural performance when subjected to combined 
mechanical and environmental loading. 

2) Improving design methods through feedback information. 

3) Enhancing the knowledge in general about environmental impact on material and 
stmctural properties of wood. 

The list can be expanded further but the above stated points are the most important. 



2 P L A N N I N G O F A F I E L D M E A S U R E M E N T P R O G R A M 

2.1 General considerations 
when planning to perform field measurements several questions arise that need consideration. Examples 
of technical issues are: 

What is the measuring task? 
• What is the purpose, the extent and the time-span of the measurement? 
• What types of gauges/transducers/instruments can be used and how many of each types? 
• What are their output-signals, units and ranges? 
• What is the financial budget? 

Where is the measurement to be executed? 
• What is the operating environment regarding temperature and humidity conditions? 
• Is external power supply available? 
• Is separate battery backup needed in case of power loss? 

//oie'will the field data be colleaed and stored? 
• Should data be downloaded continuously or at the end of the logging session? 
• Should a modem be used for remote communication and data transfer? 

V0xn is data to be measured? 
• For how long time should the logging session continue? 
• What sampling interval time is needed? 
• Are there any requirements for averaging, external triggering and event logging? 
• How much memory is needed? 

2.2 Data-acquisition 

Nowadays, there are several commercial types of portable, stand-alone battery-operated data-loggers 
available on the market. Generally, they can be set up using their own buttons and display or by PC. Set
up information and measurements can be displayed on several (user-chosen) languages. Loggers that are 
unattended can be set up and downloaded via PC by data-link (RS232, GPIB etc) and modem. 

Data-loggers 

Some important aspeas that need consideration are: 

Number of dxmnels 

Sampling rate May vary from milliseconds to hours depending on the case. 

Resolution and uncErtainty Normally quite satisf aaory. 

Memory size Determines the maximum amount of data that can be sampled and stored 

Environmental This regards ambient temperature and humidity variations to which the 
audition data-logger and auxiliaries are exposed. Low temperatures may pose 

problems. 



Power support This concems internal battery size and external power support. 

Test and calibration Can the measuring and recording circuits be checked automatic by an 
intemal test program 

Doimloading Is there any need to continuously download measiu-ed data to a PC during 
measuring, or is it sufficient do that at the end of a logging session. 

SqftuLore For data processing and presentation. Should be user-friendly. 

Calibration 

System calibration should be carried out with the sensors/instruments conneaed to the actual data-logger 
to be used in the field. For the recording circuits, shielded pair-twisted wires are strongly recommended to 
improve signal quality and reduce noise. 

Installation 

The installation of the measuring system in the field is the largest source for errors. It should consequendy 
be executed with extreme care and practical experience. Measuring errors usually can be traced to bad 
connections or faulty installation procedure, very seldom is the reason hardware malfunaion. 

2.3 Technical terms 

Before buying an instrument, most potential users study the manufacturer's data sheet to see whether the 
instrument's performance specifications meet the requirements of the intended application. Clearly, the 
manufacturer's data are provided to aid in the madceting of the produa. Care should therefore always be 
taken to ensure that the specifications are a tme indication of praaical performance. In the end, 
cahbradon or other testing is the only way to demonstrate whether or not a specification is met. 

Below is a list of technical terms used to make statements about instrument performance, as typically 
found on manufacturer's data sheets. This list is not exhaustive, although it indicates the most important 
specifications to consider when seleaing an instrument. Each characteristic is explained separately. 
However, although separately defined, it is not always possible in practice to distinguish between some of 
them Definitions of the terms are given in the ISO document Internatioridixx^dyidary of basic ard^nerd 
m metrology, (1993). 

Measuring r^ge: The stated measuring range provides guidance as to the upper and lower limit to 
which the instruments sensors can be applied. Often, as an additional specification, the elström: 
operating ran^ is also stated; this confirms the conditions in which the instrument's electronics (other 
than the sensor, or the probe) can safely operate. For some applications, the instrument may be 
damaged if these limits are exceeded. 

Accuracy/Uncertainty: The uncertainty of a measurement is defined as the parameter charaaerising 
the range in which the true value can be expeaed to lie. It defines a mar^ of doubt about a reading or 
estimated value, together with a level of confidence (normally 95%) that the true value will be within 
this range. Often the uncertainty for an instrument is specified for ideal operating conditions at a 
temperature of 20°C. However, further contributions such as hysteresis, linearity, reproducibility and 
temperature dependence need to be taken into accoimt when estimating the overall uncertainty. The 
method of use may make an important contribution to the overall uncertainty achieved. 



Strictly speaking, accuracy is a qualitative term only, a measurement might be generally described as 
accurate or not accurate. If accuracy is to be quantified, it should be expressed in terms of uncertainty, for 
example "an uncertainty of ±5% of X", where X is the measured quantity. 

Resolution: Where an instrument features a display of its measured values, the indication will have a 
certain resolution. Specification of this (on the data sheet) simply informs the user to what degree of 
precision the measurement can be noted. 

Repeatability: Generally, the ability of an instrument to achieve close agreement of multiple 
readings, repeated under the same conditions of measurement. It is normally quanufied by the spread 
of the result, e. g. in terms of a standard deviation of a number of readings. 

Reproducibility: Generally, the capacity of an instrument to reproduce a previous measurement. 
This may be at a later date, after undergoing significant changes in conditions (for example after a 
change of operator), or after relocation. It is normally quantified by the spread of the result, e. g. in 
terms of a standard deviation of a number of readings. 

Non-linearity: In reality, most sensors exhibit a non-linear behaviour upon excitation. This means, 
that the relation between the measured value (the output of the sensor) and the aaual value is not a 
straight line, see illustration in Figure 1. The deviation from the ideal cafibration line will have a 
maximum or minimum, usually expressed in the form- "non-linearity ±0.5% X", where X is the 
measured parameter, at a given temperature. It should be noted that linearity characteristics might be 
significantly affected by temperature. 

Hysteresis: In general, it is the dependence of a reading upon whether the condition is approached 
from above or below the value of interest. Hysteresis is related to repeatability, but includes any 
"directional" effect, see illustration in Figure 1. 

Response time: This indicates how long time an instrument takes to reaa to changes in the applied 
condition. In enviromnental applications, for example temperature and humidity measurements, any 
screening of the sensing element, e. g. by a protective filter, will decrease the response, and effeaive 
air movement will speed it up. It should also be noticed, that the time taken for the instrument and 
adjacent material to equilibrate is by far the most significant faaor influencing the response time. 

Long-term stability: The measurement charaaeristics of any instrument will change in time, due to 
gradual changes in elearical or material components. Estimates of long-term stability, or drift, refer to 
the likely changes of the instrument's measurement performance in time. Regular calibrations should 
be performed to quantify this potential problem Drift is not always consistent and measurements of 
drifts always include some contribution from short-term variability. 

Measured value 

hysteresis 

rising 
curve 

falling 
curve non-

linearity 

Actual value 

Figure 1. Illustration of non-linearity and hysteresis characteristics. 



3 F I E L D P A R A M E T E R S 

Like many structural materials, wood and its composites are used under a wide range of service 
conditions, and are thus subjeaed to different kinds of eriixmnmental modifiers. Two types of conditions 
predominate: the interior of a building, and external service characterised by various seasonal weather 
conditions. Interior conditions are in general less severe than extemal conditions. 

It is well known that both temperature and relative humidity, particularly the latter, control the level of 
moisture absorbed by wood. Absorbed moisture and temperature have a significant influence on both the 
physical and mechanical properties of wood. In addition, micro-organisms, which degrade the wood 
substance, are also controlled largely by ambient conditions of temperature and relative humidity. This 
addresses special attention to iiuoodprotection by desi^ as the easiest, most cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly concept for preserving the material integrity and hence the wood properties. 

As is well recognised, moisture fluctuadon in wood members and composites results in dimensional 
changes. These can be extremely detrimental to the stmaural performance. Examples related to wood 
bridge engineering are: 
• loss of internal friction in post-tensioned stress-laminated decks due to shrinkage (caused by wood 

drying). 
• permanent deformauon of the outmost laminate, perpendicular to grain, in post-tensioned stress-

laminated plates caused by penetration of the distribution plates, due to swelling of the wood or too 
high installauon pressure. 

• cracking of weather exposed wood surfaces due to drying (uneven moisture distribudon), which 
reduces the proteaive effea of the surface treatment and opens for biological degradation. 

• reducdon of the load-bearing capacity and stiffness of members and joints due to high moisture 
content. 

Q)nsidering the practical consequences, moisture content is the most critical among the environmental 
modifiers to the performance of out-door wood structures. However, moisture in turn is govemed by 
body temperature, and body temperature is govemed by ambient temperature, which depends on solar 
radiadon and climate variations. Hence, the ambient condition influences the wood material properties, 
and thus the stmctural behaviour. 

3.1 Temperature 

Purpose: Temperature ftuctuaticns alter tix mtemal ener^ levd, vhd) causes transitory changes in 
physical and mechanical properties. The interacticn mdj humidity gouems the moisture content in 
structural manhers. 

3.1.1 Definition 

Temperature is a quantity of the heat energy of the atoms in a material, related to some temperature scale. 
In solids and liquids, the atoms have both potential and kinetic energy, and the relation between heat and 
temperature is complex. In a gas, the temperature is proportional to the kinetic energy of the atoms or 
molecules. Subsequently, the gas thermometer is the most exact instrument for measuring temperature. 



3 .L2 The significance of temperature 

The influence of temperature on mechanical properties is usually noted as a change of elastic parameters, 
strength, creep or stress relaxation properties. The general effect of temperature on the stress-strain 
relationships is illustrated schematically in Figure 2(a). The ultimate stress of wood (and most materials) 
reduces and the modulus of elasticity declines with increasing temperature. Also, as shown in Fig (b), 
increasing temperature results in accelerated creep and enhanced deformation at failure. 

temperature 
N| increase 

y temperature 
increase 

time 

(b) 
Fiffire 2. Schematic illustration of the temperature influence on (a) stress-strain relation and (b) deformation 

characteristics. 

3.1.3 Example of application 

Fiffire 3. Examples of temperature measurements. Left: thermometer with radiation shield for measuring ambient temperature 
and RH, Right: Two-charmd loggerfor temperature and RH, with storage capacity of2000 readings. 



3.2 Relative humidity 

Purpose: Rdztke humkHty is input far estrniatnig the mdsture ccntent in structural menihers, and jar 
evaktaimg the risk jar biolo^cal d^adation. It proddes also data jcr calculating mdsture induced 
maxments. 

3.2.1 Definition 

The word humidity denotes the presence of water vapoiu- in air or other gas. Water vapour is the gaseous 
form of water, and can be thought of much like any other kind of gas. It makes up about one hundredth 
(or one percent) of the air around us. 

Humidity arises in practice because water, including ice, gives off water vapour, in the same way as hot 
water gives off steam Wherever there is water or ice, there is evaporation (or its opposite, condensation). 
The extent to which this happens depends upon a number of faaors, the most important of which is 
temperature. 

Air has a given capacity to absorb water vapour. This capacity depends mainly on temperature. Generally 
speaking, the hotter the air, the more water vapour it can hold. At any particular temperatiu-e, air that 
contains its full capacity of water vapour, is said to be saturated. The rdatke humidizy of the air expresses 
how fully saturated it is with water vapour. 

Relative humidity RH' is defined as the ratio of the actual water pressure p to the saturation vapour 
pressm-epj at the same temperature, expressed as a percentage. 

RH=-^m [%] 
Ps 

3.2.2 The significance of relative humidity 

Relative hmnidity is an enviromnental key parameter. It controls the level of moisture absorbed by wood 
(together with temperature), and moisture is the paramount parameter governing mechanical wood 
properties. 

3.2.3 Hygrometers 

Humidity influences a vast range of physical, chemical and biological processes. It follows from this that 
there are many kinds of humidity-related effects to be exploited to indicate changes in humidity. The 
description below is therefore focusing on principles applicable to field monitoring and automated data-
acquisitioiL 

The different measures and units for humidity measurements are all interrelated, some of them as 
functions of temperature and pressure as well as moisture content. This means that there is often a choice 
of which humidity parameter to measure. Relative humidity in particular can be measured directly using 
some kinds of instrument, but can also be derived indirecdy from measurements of temperature and dew 
point, or other absolute measures of humidity. 

' The phrase rdatke humidity is comnwnly abbreviated Ä//although this is not an recognised abbreviation. Values of relative 
humidity are commonly expressed in units of percent relative humidity (%rh). 



Electrical impedance (capacitive or resistive) 

This general type of sensor is fabricated from a hygroscopic material, which alter its electrical properties as 
it absorbs water molecules. Changes in humidity are measured as a change in the sensor's electrical 
capacitance or resistance or some combination of the two. Modem impedance sensors use thin-film 
technology. The common form of this instrument is a small wand-shaped probe connected by a cable, or 
directly attached, to the main body of the instrument. Specially shaped probes are often available for 
particular purposes. They are often equipped with a filter to protea against contamination. Impedance 
hygrometers are usually also fitted with a temperature sensor. Readings are displayed direaly, sometimes 
with a choice of units. Output of an elearical signal (e.g. analogue voltage) may also be available. 

There are several distina types of electrical sensors: 
Capacittve sensors respond most closely to relative humidity, rather than dew point, with best linearity at low 

relative humidities. In general, capacitive sensors are not damaged by condensation (i.e. 100% rh), 
though calibration may shift as a result. 

Resistive sensors respond most closely to relative humidity, rather than dew point. Linearity is best at high 
relative humidities. Most resistive sensors cannot tolerate condensation. However, some are 
"saturation guarded", with automatic heating to prevent condensation. One type of resistive sensor is 
sometimes referred to as "elearolytic" because of the use of a polyelectrolyte as the hygroscopic 
element of the sensor. This should not be confused with elearolytic sensors, which use elearolysis as 
the sensing mechanism. 

Dew-point type impedance sensors are a special case of impedance hygrometer, used to measure in absolute 
units rather than relative humidity. Following a similar general principle, the sensor may feature 
aluminium oxide or other metal oxides, or a silicon base for the aaive element. This type of sensor 
responds to partial pressure of water vapour. Commonly dbe signal is converted into other absolute 
units, resulting in values displayed in dew point or parts per million by volume. These sensors can 
have a wide range of measurement, including very dry gases, and they usually tolerate condensation 
although calibration may shift. On the other hand, they may be slow to setde at very low (absolute) 
humidities, and have some tendency to drift. 

Advantages and disadvantages regarding impedance sensors in general are 

+ Often easy to use. . - May suffer drift and hystereses. 
4- Increasingly available with integral - May suffer calibration shifts if used at high 

memory fiinctions for storing results. temperatures (above 40°C) and/or high 
humidities (performance varies). 

+ Adaptors available for use in stacks of - Can be damaged by aggressive chemicals. 
paper, hoppers of grain, etc. 

Condensation 

Dew-point temperature can be measured by cooling a sample of gas until condensation appears, and 
observing the temperature at which this happens. 

In an optical dew-point hygrometer, condensation in the form of dew or frost is induced on a small mirror 
within the instrument. The onset of condensation is sensed optically, by deteaing changes in how the 
mirror refleas or scatters light. The reading may be recorded at the instant of condensation, or the mirror 
held at that temperature and a continuous reading obtained. Designs may vary, with some in probe form 
while others employ sampling through a tube. While the probes may be reasonable compaa, the main 
body of the instrument is usually relative large, and not portable. Readings are displayed as a dew-point 
temperature, and output is usually also available in electronic form. 

Optical dew-point hygrometers are often used as reference standards for calibration. Advantages and 
disadvantages in general are 



+ Can provide precise measurements. 
+ May have good long-term 

performance. 
+ Have a wide range of measurement. 

Usually require some skill to operate. 
Optical dew-point hygrometers are generally 
expensive. 
Contamination can cause incorrea readings -
the mirror must be cleaned with purified water. 
Dew-point readings just below 0°C need careful 
interpretation, depending on whether the 
condensate is ice or water. 

Saturated lithium chloride 

The sensing medium, which is hygroscopic salt, absorbs water from the air. An elearical voltage is applied 
across the salt and a current passes proportional to the amount of water that has been absorbed. At the 
same time, the current also heats the salt. Eventually a balance is achieved between the absorption and the 
heating. The temperature at which this occurs is related to the water vapour pressure. The instrument is 
usually in probe form, with readings displayed in terms of dew point. 

The method is established and has been used historically to measure a wide range of ambient conditions. 
Dew-point uncertainty at best ±2°C to ±4°C Advantages and disadvantages in general are 

Can be cheap. Will not operate below 10% rh. 
Does not tolerate condensation. 
Slow response. 
Affeaed by contamination from 
hygroscopic materials or solvents. 
Some skill required, especially for 
maintenance. 

3.2.4 Example of instruments and application 

All RH sensors should be calibrated every year. 

. . . ^ ) 
Fi^^re 4. (a) Gau^ for measuring relative humiday, Left and rråddk: Capadtive RH transmitters, induding a Pt 1000 
temperature sensor, Rig/jf Hi§j precision chilled mirror due-point meter, (b) Installation of three capadtzue RH tramtiters 
at different depths in a bridge deck, the two larger holes contain dry-wa^ and the ekctrical resistive mecsuranent prdxs, see 
Fi^ire 6(a). 



For green or saturated wood with a moisture content exceeding the FSP, water is present in both the cell 
walls and the cell cavities. If then, the wood is seasoned, water is first removed from the cell cavities imtil 
the FSP is reached, and then if the seasoning process continues, it starts to be removed from the cell walls. 
Since the water in the cell cavities is free, not being chemically being bonded to the timber, its removal will 
have no effect on strength, stiffness or dimensions of the timber. The water in the cell walls however, is 
chemically bonded (hydrogen bonding) to the matrix constituents, why a change in the water content 
affeas both dimensions and mechanical parameters. 

Stiffness or Strength 

Fibre saturation point 

F S P 
moisture content, m 

Fi^tre 5. Schematic illustration of the relation between stiffness Atrengé and moisture content All stren^ properties 
except tensile strength increase with decreasing moisture content below the fibre saturation point (FSP). The same 
applies for stiffness properties. 

3.3.3 Measuring methods 

There are several methods to determining the moisture content of wood. However, most of them are 
destmaive ^. e. they consume the test piece) and hence not suitable for field measurements. 

The one of the destmctive methods, which is most widespread and easy to apply, is the oven-drj^method. 
It is direct, and regarded as highly reliable, and therefore suitable for caUbration of other methods. 

The indirea, non-destmctive methods appUcable for field use are based on the electrical, resistive or 
capacity, properties of wood. 

The oven-drying method; destructive 

The oven-diying method is considered to be the most exact method, but requires that samples are being 
cut from the material. Each sample is immediately weighted and then placed in an oven heated to 
103±2°C, and kept there until constant weight is reached. Good air circulation in the oven is essential. The 
method yields correa results only with wood not containing any volatile constituents (like resins) or 
preservatives. 

The main advantages and disadvantages with the method is its long duration. 

-I- The most exact method for deter- - Destmctive; it requires samples to be taken 
mining the moistu*-e content. from the material 

- Long duration. 
- The time delay between the cutting of the 

piece and the weighing procedure must be 
minimised to avoid imintentional drying. 

12 



Electrical methods; non-destructive 

The electrical methods make use of elearical properties of wood which depend considerably on moisture 
content, namely its elearical resistance, dielearic constant and radio-frequency power loss. 

Electric resistance: The principle is based on the faa that in the range of oven-dry condition to the fibre 
saturation point FSP, a nearly linear relation exists between the logarithm of the elearical resistance and 
the moisture content. When drying from the FSP down to 0% moisture content, the elearical resistance 
increases about a million-fold. On the other hand, an iacrease in moisture content from the FSP up to 
complete filling of the coarser cell cavities, cause the elearical resistance to decrease less than a fifty-fokl 
For this reason, and as the elearical resistance becomes extremely high for very low moisture content 
values, resistance-type moisture meters are usually calibrated for measurements in the range of 7-25% of 
moisture content. Some instruments cover a wider range (up to 120%) but with a lower accuracy. If 
moisture maers are maintained and used carefully, and if necessary correaions are made for species and 
temperature, an uncertainty of ± 1 % may be expeaed in the range from 7 to 25% of moisture content. 

Moisture maers give the result instantaneously and allow testing of almost any type of wood material. The 
necessary contaa with the wood, as the resistance element in the elearical circuit of the moisture maer, is 
affeaed by the elearodes. Usually needles or blade elearodes are driven into the wood. For heavy 
stmctural timber, two nails may be used instead of the regular elearodes. Faaors influencing the 
measurement are type of species (content of extractives), density, temperature, moisture gradient and the 
geometrical configuration of the elearodes. The main advantages and disadvantages are 

+ Easy to use; low-weight equipment, - Not as exaa as the dry-weight method, 
many reading can be obtained within Unless carefully calibrated, an uncertainty of 
a short period of time. ±3% within the interval from 5 to 25% of 

moisture content may be expeaed in 
praaice. 

+ Non-destmctive. - The measurements are influenced by type of 
wood species (content of extraaives), 
density, temperature, moisture gradient and 
the geomarical configiTation of the 
elearodes. 

Electric capacity and radio-frequency power loss: The dielearic properties of wood change in 
•proportion to its moisture content. Moisture maers of the capacity and the radio-frequency power-loss 
type operate on the same principle. The radio-frequency current is supplied mainly by a circuit consisting 
of a battery and a vacuum-tube, and this current is applied to some type of condenser which is pressed as 
an elearode against the timber to be tested The range of power-loss types of moisture meters is from 0 to 
about 25% moisture content. Unfortimately, readings depend on the density of the specimen. Since 
density varies considerably within a species, and the meters are calibrated for the average specific gravity 
of each species, an error may occur which is direa proportional to the difference between the wood being 
tested and the value used for calibration. The methods are limited to surface measurements. The main 
advantages and disadvantages are: 

+ Easy to use; low-weight equipment, - Not as exaa as the elearical resistance 
many reading can be obtained within mahod. 
a short period of time. 

13 



+ Non-destructive. The measurements are more influenced by 
wood density and moisture gradient than for 
the resistance method. 

+ Suitable for routine checks. Gives only "near surface" moisture content. 

Moisture meters 

Elearical moisture meters facilitate rapid moisture content determination for control purposes and are 
quite satisfactory in this regard. 

3.3.4 Example of application 

(3) (b) 
Fi^re 6. Devices for measuring moisture content, (a) Left: A rran^ment for measuring moisture content inside and along a 
drilledhole. Sted screm are driim into a wood driU-core at equal spacing and the elearical resistance of the wood between two 
adjacent screws is a measure of the moisture content at that region. Ri§Jt: Arran^ment for metsuring moisture content by the 
dry^ght method, using 20 mm long cylindrical wood pieces that are put on a thread to form a continuous chain. This method 
is also used to measure the moisture content at different depths inside a drilled hole, (b) Different types of electronic moisture 
meters for nearsurface measurement, mth separate hammers, including tenperature ccnyxnsation, depth indicator and doa 
stora^. 

3.4 Displacement, deformation and strain 

Purpose: Displacement and defonruéon pnxxies infbnmtim cf the structural hémkiur of bodies 
subjected to climatic and mechanical loads. They also may be used for ver^uing desist methods. Strains 
proixk infbmTotioncfdx actud state of stress in a structi^alrnen^ 

3.4.1 Definitions 

Stmctural members deform when subjected to mechanical and/or thermal loads. That is, the length (and 
other dimensions) change as a result of the applied load. The deformation can be illustrated by a rod in 
simple tension, see Figure 7. Figure (a) depicts the deformation (elongation) of the rod due to the axial 
tensile force, and Figure (b) the relation between the apphed force F and the deformation S. The shape of 
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the FS curve depends on the material properties of the rod. At low load levels, almost any materials 
exhibit a linear elastic behaviour, i . e. the deformation increases proportional to the force. That is, if the 
force level is doubled, the deformation is also doubled. This stage is called the elastic region, and is 
charaaerised by a linear relation between force F and deformation S. The linear behaviour is a form of 
Hooke's law, and the relation can be written F = k S, where k is structural property, sometimes called the 
spring constant. When subsequently increasing the load level, the linear relation eventually starts to 
become nonlinear. The transition begins at the elastic, or proportional, limit. This stage is called the 
inelastic region, and is charaaerised by that the increase in deformation no more is proportional to the 
increase in force, and that permanent deformation occurs upon a complete unloading (to zero load). At 
this stage, the load-bearing capacity of the rod is almost exhausted. Finally the rod breaks. 

5 = 8Lr 

L = Lo + 5 

elastic (proportional) limit 

F=kS 

(a) elongation of a rod under tension ^ 
(b) Force-displacement relation 

Fiff^re 7. Illustration ofdeformation characteristics for an uniaxially loaded rod 

There exist several common definitions related to deformation of a stressed body: 

Deformauon 5 [m] Elongation or contraaion of a tensed body. 
Strain g = 5/LQ [ ] Distributed deformation relative to original 

length. 
Displacement u ,v[m] The sum of deformation and rigid body 

movement (translation and/or rotation). 

Deformations and displacements can easily be measured. Strains can be measured by strain-gauges or 
calculated from the deformation readings. Strains are needed for calculating the state of stress in a body 
subjected to mechanical, thermal and/or moisture induced loads. 

3.4.2 The significance of displacement, deformation and strain 

The displacement of a bridge superstructure is of vital interest, for multiple reasons. The displacement 
measurements 

• Provide information about the state of stress in the superstructure. 

• Verifies the design code applied. 

• Give information about the long-term (rheologic) properties of the materials employed. 
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Figure 8 illustrates the measurement of prime importance. 
u 

(a) Midspan deflection (b) Free-support displacement 

Figure 8. Schematic illustration of deformaticm measurements on a single span bridge superstructure. 

For wood stmctures, also moisture induced deformations like swelling and shrinkage are of great interest. 

3.4.3 Example of instruments and application 

(a) (b) 
Fifftre 9. Displac&neru gau^. (a) Top: Stainless-steel L VDT transducer, Bottom: Potentiometer (electrical resistrvance) 
displacement transducer with sealed connections for field use. (b) Measurement of support displacement at the Lusbäcken brid^, 
Borlän^, Swederu From Daerga and Fjellström, 1999. 

3.5 Bar force 

Purpose: Prvixies information cf the state of stress in a post-tensicned stress-laminated plate uhen 
subjected to aml^ent dimatic chan^ 

3.5.1 Definitions 

Applied forces can be calculated as well as measured on axial member s, for example tmsses and cables. 
However, knowing the force is not enough to tell how much tensed a member is. This depends on 
additional parameters; (a) the cross-sectional area, (b) the type of material and (c) the quality of material. 
To address the first consideration, the concept of stress must be used, see illustration in Figure 10. 
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a = F/A 

a = F/A [N/mm^] 

(a) Definition of axial (normal) stress 

elastic (proportional) limit 

E = kLo/A 

8 = 5/Lo 
(b) Stress-straia relation, compare 
Figure 4(b). 

Figure 10. Schematic illustration of stress for an uniaxiaUy loaded bar. 

Axial (or normal) stress a, is defmed as the force perpendicular (normal) to the cross-section of the 
member divided by the cross-sectional area. The strength of materials is specified in terms of the 
maximum stress the material can endure before it breaks. 

A stress cannot be measured directly. It has to be calculated from measured strains £• through a material 
law, a ccnstitiake relation. For linear elastic materials the theory of linear elasticity, or Hooke's law, is applied, 

which for a imiaxial stress is according to Eq (1). The load is then obtained from Eq. (2). 

a = E£ (1) 

F = oA = EAs (2) 

where: cris the axial stress [MPap, E is the modulus of elasticity (Young's modulus) [MPa], e is 
the normal strain [ ], is the axial force [N] and A is the cross-section area [mm^]. 

3.5.2 The significance of bar force 

Two-dimensional stress-laminated wood plates operate on the principle of intemal friction between the 
individual laminates. The necessary level of friction is obtained by tensioning steel bars to get a 
compression stress perpendicular to the laminates. The tensile force in the bars must not be too low to 
avoid slipping between individual laminates, nor too high to avoid crushing of the wood or over-loading 
of the bars. Thus, there exists an interval where the load level is allowed to altemate. 

Due to the hygroscopic and time-dependent properties of wood, it is very difficult to predict the aaual 
bar force variations during the service life of a stress-laminated structtu^e, especially if it is subjeaed to 
seasonal weather conditions. This implies that ambient temperature and moisture variation wiU influence 

5 MPa - N /mm2 
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the bar force, since the wood adapts itself to environmental changes. The bar force will also change due to 
creep in the wood and relaxation in the steel bars. 

3.5.3 Principle of measurement 

The force in a loaded bar can be obtained in two altemative ways: 
• Measuring the axial strain with strain gauges (glued on the bar) and calculating the bar force according 

to the theory of elasticity. 
• Installing a load-cell at the bar end and get the force in any convenient physical unit. 

To use strain gauges glued direaly on to the bar is principally simple, but requires practical knowledge, 
careful preparation and experience in order to obtain adequate and long-term stable out-put signals, 
especially if the bar wiU be used in a harsh environment. Unless for special reasons, the large amount of 
preparation work needed do not in general motivate the additional labour cost. 

Using a load-cell is usually the most reliable and easiest option to measure mechanical loads. A load-cell is 
a deformable body that is instrumented with strain gauges arranged in a special geometrical configuration. 
The output of the strain gauges is proportional to the actual load. Thus, a load-cell also relies upon strain 
measurements. The output can be calibrated in any convenient physical unit. The principle of using a load-
cell is depicted in Figure 11(a) 

Load-cell Load-distbution plate 

Nut Washer 

(a) Stress-laminated wood member with installed load-cell 

F A F, m 

Force relaxation 
(constant temperature and humidity) 

Force variation 

> 
time 

(b) Force relaxation, constant climate. 

Moisture content 
variation 

time 

(c) Force variation due to ambient 
climate variation. 

Figurv 11. Schematic älustration of using a load-cdl. (a) Stress-laminated wood moréer with installed load-cell, (b,c) exarrtples 
of force variations. 

3.5.4 Example of application 

When measuring force, one should take the following into considerations: 
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• Q)mpensation of the wire-resistance for long wire paths 

• Using washers to avoid misalignment in compression loading. 

Figure 12. Load ceUs. (a) Left: High precision (±0.1% of FS), 100 kN, Right: Load-cdl 200 kN, (±2% of FS). (b) Field 
installation ofload-(xll, 200 kN, for measuring steel bar fyrce in a post-tensioned stress-laminated wood deck. All component 
made of stainless steel with washer 
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